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G£Nc~AL COUNSEL Of THE DEPARTM£NT Of PEFJ:NSI: 
WASHINGTQN, D. C. 70301 

Sep~ember 20, 1977 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

SUBJECT: Experimentation Programs conducted by the 
Department of Defense That Had CIA Sponsor- · 
ship or Participation and . ·That Involved the 
Administration to Human Subjects of Drugs 
Intended for Mind-control or Behavior
modifica~on Purposes . tJk. . 

On August ~~ 1977 you ·requested that the Office of 
General. Counsel coordinate a search of Department of Defense 
rec9rds to determine the extent of Department of Defense 
participation in three projects identified .by the Director 
of Central Intelligence on.August 3, 1977 as including the 
administration of drugs to human subjects for mind.-control 

· or behavior-modification purposes. In addition, you · 
requested that the search attempt to ·identify ~ny other 
p~oject conducted or participated in by the Department of 
Defense in which there was any Central Intelligence Agency 
involvem~nt and which included the administra.tion of drugs 
to human subjects for mind-control or behavior-modification 
purposes. That search was conducted during the period 
August 15, 1977 through September 15, 1977 and covered L~e · 
records of the Military Departments from 1950 to the 
present. 

The results of the search ·indicate that there were th~ee 
such pxogr~ in which the Army participated over the period 
1969 to· 1973; five such programs in which the Navy partici-· 
pated over the period 19·47 to 1973; and no such programs in 
which the Air Force participated~ ·In four of these eight 
prograll18 the Oepar.tment of Defense participation was limited 
to channeling funds to outside contractors in o~der that the 
sponsorship of the Central Intelligence Agency be covered. 
In two of the remaining four programs tnere was no testing 
on human ·subjects. Four of the programs were terminated in 
the . 1950'·s or early 1960's and the remainder were terminated 
in 1973. 
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It appears from the documents· that the three codeword 
projects of the Central In~elligence Agency identified by 
the Director in his testimony as basically Department of 
Defense projects were, in fact, planned, directed and 
controlled by the· Central Intelligence Agency. Each of 
these projects and the participation of the military 
services is described below. 

I. Codeword Projects Identi.fied by ·the Central ·Int~lliqence 
Age:n·cy 

In ·testimony on August ·3, 1977. before a joint session 
of the Senate Select Committee. on Intelligence and the senate· 
Subcommittee on Health and Scientific Res·earch, the Director 
of Centr-al Intelligence reported: that the Central Intelligence 
Agency had located a number of boxes of documents, consisting 
largely of financial records, relating .to experiments using · 
human subjects in ·which arugs were "tested for mind-control and 
behavior-modification purposes. _The Director testified that 
it appeared that three of the projects described by the~e 
d()cuments -- projects designated MKSEARCH, .Ml(OF'l'EN and 
MKCHICKWIT -- were Department of Defense programs with which 
the Central Intelligence Agency had had some contact. The 
Director also des·cribed three other projects -- designated 
MKULTRA, ~~DELTA and MKNAOMI -- which were primarily Central 
Intelligence Agericy projects but which might have had . some 
Department of Defense involvement. 

rt appears from the available documents that these 
projects cover subject matters as follows: 

MKDELTA: This was -apparently the first project 
established by CIA in October, 1952, for the 
use of biochemicals in clandestine operations. 
It may never have been implemented C?Pera-tionally. 

MKULTRA: This was a successor project to ~DELTA 
established in April, 1953, and terminating some 
time in the late 1960's, probably after 1966. 
This program considered.various means of control
ling human behavior. Drugs were only one aspect 
of· this activity •. 

MKNAOMI; This project began in the 1950's and was · 
terminated, at leas.t with ·respect to biol~gical 
projects~ in 1969. 'l'his . may have been a successor 
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project to MKDELTA. Its purpose was to 
stockpile severely incapacitating and 
lethal materials, and to develop gadgetry 
for the dissemination of these materials. 

MKSEARCH: · This was apparently a successor 
project to MKULTRA, which began in 1965 
and was terminated in 1973. The objective 
of the project. was to develop a capability 
to manipulate human behavior in a predict
able manner through the use of drugs. 

MKCHICKWIT or CHICKWIT: This was apparently . 
a part of the l\'lKSEARCH program. Its 
objective was to identify new drug 
developments in Europe and Asia and to 
obtain information and samples. 

MKOFTEN or OFTEN: This was also apparently 
a part of the MKSEARCH project. Its 
objective was to test the behavioral and 
toxicological effects of· certain drugs 
on animals and ·humans. 
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Beginning on August 4, 1977, Army and Navy investigators 
undertook a search of the boxes of Central Intelligence 
Agency records identified by the CIA code words OFTEN and 
CHIC~fliT in order to locate documents relevant to possible 
Department of Defense involvement in these ·proj~cts. On 
September 7, 1977, the Agency permitted DoD representatives 
to search additional boxes · containing MKULTRA records. Both 
sets of materials consisted of approvals of advances of funds, 
vouchers and accounting records relating to these projects. 

II. · Army Program!! 

It appears from the available documents that the Army was 
involved in one aspect of the Central Intelligence ~gency 
project desigmo\t.ed as MKCHICKWIT and two aspects of a coWlter
part project designated as MKOFTEN. The document search is 
described in section A below, and each of the Army programs 
is described in section B below. 

A. ·· Recor·ds· searched 

The search of Army records was coordinated by the Dir~ctor 
of the Staff. The search included the files of the Edgewood 
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Arsenal Research Laboratories, the Dugway Proving Grounds, 
the Department of Defense Investigative Service (with respect 
to the Special Operations Division at Fort Detrick), the .. 
Department of. the Army Inspector General, the Army activity 
in t~e u.s. Biological Warfare ~rogram, and the Army · 
Intelligence Agency. 

B. Progra~~ identified 

(1) · Ident"ification of new: ·arugs· w-ith be·haVioral 
effects 

This project began in 196'7 and was terminated in 19.73.: 
It was carried out primarily by a contractor in California.· 
The project was apparently funded jointly by the ~my, 
through Edgewood Arsenal Research Laboratories, and the 
Central Intelligence Agency. The funds contributed by the 
Agency were used by Edgewood for paymen.ts to. a private 
contractor. This project was a part of the project 
designated as MKCHICKWIT. 

This project was . involved solely with. the collection 
of information. No testinq on human subjects-was conducted. 
The -Central Intelligence Agency apparently provided $12,084 
in 1967 and $5,000 in 1969 for this project. The extent of 
the Army's financial contribution to this project is unknown. 

(2) Data bases on evaluation of ;eharmacolog'icql:, 
products: 

This project apparently began in 1968 and was completed 
by 19'71. It was carried out by the - Edgewood Arsenal Rese~rch 
·Laboratories. The Central Intelligence Agency transferred 
funds to the Army 'for this purpose in 1968, 1970 and 1971. 
This project was a part of tbe project designated as MKOFTEN. 

· Edgewood created data bases for computer use with respect 
t"o information on pharmacological products. These included 
human clini.c~l data obta·ined from · volunteer subjects in other 
Edgewood 1 
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This project involved only the transfer of i n£ormation· 
to computer usable .form . No testing on hu.'llan subjects was . 
conducted. The amount of funding is not known. 

(3} Determination· of clinical effects of a 
g·lycO'la·te clas·s· ·chemic'al 

This project began in 1971 and was terminated in 1973. 
It \vas carried out by the Edgewood Arsenal Research Labora
tories and was funded by the Central rntelligence . Agency. . 
This project was a part of the project designated as MKOFTEN. 

It appears from the availabl'e docwnents ·that Edgewo·od 
had been testing a n~er of incapacitating agents .in its . 
own programs ·Without Central Intelligence Agency participation. 
Edgewood identified a compound designated. as EAt3167 as 
particularly effective and tested it on ·animals. Edgewood 
also engaged in clinical testing on human volunteers at the . 
Holmesbur~ State Prison in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, using 
prisoners as test subjects and at the Edgewood laboratories 
.using military personnel as test subjects. It appears that 
all of the test subjects were volunteers and that stringent 
medical safeguards and followup procedures were used. 

In 1971, the Central Intelligence Agency reviewed prior 
Edgewood work and identified EA#3167 as relevant t~· the · 
~mOFTEN program. The Agency set ·up a joint .effort with 
Edgewood to pursue further testing of this compound. In 
1971, the Agency transferred to Edgewood $37,000 for this 
purpose. Most of the testing under CIA sponsorship was with 
animals. The primary effort was to determine whether EA#3167 
could be used. effectively if applied to the skin through some 
type of adhesive tape. ·There was only one exper~ent that 
involved human subjects. In June, 1973, two military volunteer! 
were apparently tested using EA#3167. The documents do not 
give any details with respect to these tests. 

*I The Navy contributed a sintilar data base· to the MKOFTEN 
project but it appears from the available ~ocuments that the 
work to create the data base ·was undertaken' as an independent 

· Navy project not designed for any CIA use, and that there was 
no transfer of CIA funds to the Navy for this purpose. 
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The Army has identified nine documents related to the 
programs described in Section B. A list identifying those 
documents is set out in Appendix A. 

Ili. Navv Program~ 

It appears from the available documents that the Navy was 
not involved in any aspect of the Central Intelligence Agency 
projects designated. MKSEARCH and MKCHIC.KiVIT. It appears that 
the Navy did act as a financial intermediary through which the 
Central Intelligence Agency dealt with an outside contrac~or 
that conducted one research effor~ that was a part of the 
NKOFTEN project. It al.so appears that the Navy conducted, 
directly or through contractors, five programs in ~hich there 
was Central Intelligence Agency sponsorship or participation 
and which included the administration of drugs to hUman sub
jects for .mind-control or behavior-modification purposes. The 
records that were searched are described in section A below. 
Each of the projects discovered is described in section B · 
below. 

A. ·Records· Searched · 

The Special Assistant to the Secretary of the Navy 
coordinated the search of ·Navy records. The ·search covered 
archival material with respect to the activities of the · 
Office of Naval Intelligence, Bureau of Medicine and Surgery, 
and the Office of N·aval Research. 

B. Programs idertt'if·ied 

(1) Synthes·i·s of analogs of certain central 
n·erv·ous· -sy-s tern s·timulan-ts 

This project began in 1971 and was terminated in January, 
1973. It was performed by a contractor located in Massachusett~ 
The involvement of the Navy was only .as a conduit for funds 
between the contractor and the Central Intelligence Agency._ · 
some of the funding documents identify this project as a part 
of project OFTEN. 

In December, 1970, the contractor contacted the Central 
Intelligence Agency project officer directly and 'suggested ·: 
research work on two types of drug.s: analogs of DOPA and 
dopamine and analogs of picrotoxin. After· the work was . 
undertaken, the contractor added a third aspect, the study of 
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analogs of the hallucinogen ibogaine. In March, 1972, the 
contractor suggested enlarging the scope of the work to include 
narcotic antagonists or blocking agents. One document indi
cates that "The overall objective of. these studies is to 
synthesize new classes of pharmacologically active drugs 
affecting the central nervous system so as to evaluate their 
modification of-man•s behavior." (Doc. No. CIA-1.) The · 
purpose of creating analogs, rather than us.ing the parent 
compounds, was to find drugs 11Which will .be more specific in 
action as well a~ more reiiabl~." (Doc. No. CIA-2.) · 

The Central Intelligence Agency may have transmitted as 
much as $117,938 for this project to the Office 9f Naval 
Research during the period February 26, 1971 through June 23, 
1972. The Central Intelligence Agency authorization document 
stated: "This project is funded through the Office of Naval 
Research. This arrangement protects the Agency's association 
with -this area of research and provides the contractor with 
credible sponsorship. The work· will be unclassified, but 
Agency associa-tion will be confidential. 11 (Doc. No. CIA-1, 3.} 

There is no indication in ·the documents available to 
the Navy that human testing was performed by the researchers. 
One of the docum.ents reports: 11 The rel·ative merits of the 
synthetic compounds will be determined in mice, and informa
tion as to the underlying biochemical basis for the obs·erved 
pharmacological activities will be deduced from the compara
tive effects of the various compounds." (Doc. No. CIA-:-8.) 

O~e of the researcher's progress reports indic~tes an 
intention to publish the results of the first phase of this 
work, on analogs of DOPA and dopamine, at a professional 
meeting in the fall of 1972 but there is no indication that 
publication was ·accomplished. (Doc. No. N-2.) 

(2) Identification· of nonadd-ictive ·substitute ·for 
·codeine 

This project began in 1954 and was continued at least 
until 1964. It was performed at the facilities - of another 
government agency located in Kentucky. The involvement of 
the Navy was only as a conduit for funds between the Central 
Intelligence Agency and a researcher who was associated with 
a federal government.agency. One of the funding documents 
identifies this as part of project MKPILO~. 
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According to the information available to the Navy, th~ 
pu.rpose of the project was to find a nonaddictive substitute 
for codeine. The work was done at the Addictive Research . 
Center, u.s. Public Health Service Hospital, in Lexington, : 
Kentucky. It is unclear from the information available · 
to the Navy whether the researcher was an _independent scien~ 
ti5t using government facilities or a government employee. 

It appears that the res·earcher tested some 800 compounds 
on addicted patients. There is no· indication in the documeQts 
as to the number of persons involved or the compounds tested. 
Three compounds were retained and all are now common d~ugs: 
darvon which is used as a pain killer; dextromethorphan which 
is used in cough syrup; and lomotil which is used as· an 
antidiarrhea drug. · 

The Central Intelligence Agency transferred at least 
$282,215 to the Office of Naval Research -for this program 
with instructions to make the funds available to the researcher 
at the ·u.s. Public Health Service Hospital. The project costs 
appear to have been between $34,000 and $45,000 per year. 
These documents specify that ''the interest of ·ciA in this 
project is classified Secret and is not to be revealed •••• " 
(~., Doc. No. N-18.) 

(3) · Ide·n·ti"f.i"cati·on· ·of: ·ef:fec·ts ·of· bl·as·t c·or1cussion 
. . 

This project began in October, 1954 and was termin~ted~ 
at least with respect to the Navy, in December, 1955. It was 
performed by a contractor located in California. The involve
ment of the Navy was primarily as a conduit of funds from the 
Central Intelligence Agency to the contractor. A small amount 
of Navy funds may also have been used for this contract. In 
December, 1955 this project was terminated as far as the Navy 
involvement was concerned and it thereafter apparently became 
subproject 54 of the MKULTRA project. 

While the Navy was involved. with this project it did not 
include any drug testing and apparently did not include any· 
testing on humans. The contractor was investigating ·a new 
theory of the dynamics of brain concussion • . Fluid-filled . 
flasks were u~ed to measure the effect of blast impacts from 
a 2 1/2 lb. charge of dynamite 10 feet away. The results 
of this work were published in 1957 in a 17-page report 
entitled "On the Impact Thresholds of Brain Concussion." 
(Doc. N-19.) 



The Centr~l Intell~gence Agency· transferred $20,000. to 
the Office of Naval Research for use on this project. The 
Office of Naval Resea·rch raay have contributed as much as 
fS,OOO of its own funds to this project. 

In December, 1955, the contractor submitted a propos~l 
for a continuation of the research for 1956. In that 
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proposal the contract or pointed out that brain concussion "is 
always followed by amnesia for the actual moment of the 
accident" and suggested that "if a technique were devised to 
induce brain concussion without giving either advance warning 
or causing external physical trauma, the person upon recovery 
would .be unable to recall what had happened to him. Under 
t~ese conditions the same technique of producing the 
concussion could be re·-used many times without disclosure of 
its nature.• (Doc. No. CIA-4.) In discussing the techniques 
envisioned, the contractor described non-drug means for - · 
inducing concussion, but went on to describe a technique for 
providing immunity to concussion that ''involves the introductioJ 
of a small quantity of gas, approximately l cc, into the spinal 
cord." (Doc. No. CIA-~.) 

When this project ·proposal was received, CIA decided to 
conver~ · it to the MKULTRA project rather than using the Navy · 
as a conduit for funds. ·A memorandum· dated January 10, 1956 
explained: 

The first year's work on this program 
was financed through the Navy for several 
reasons •••• 

When [the contractor] was cleared and 
informed of our true interests in this 
research, the whole scC"pe of the project 
changed, and it became apparent that 
developments might be expected in. the 
second year which would make it impossi-
ble to operate the program sec~rely under 
the previous cover. Specifically, human 
experiments of a type not easily justifiable 
on medical-therapeutic grounds would be 
involved. . • ~ 

· For the reasons given ab9ve and because 
this project in a general way will begin to 
become involved in the subjects of interro
ga tion and some aspects o f brain-was.hing, 



TSS/CD ·has decided that. it should be .funded 
through project !1XULTRA rather than by less 
secure methods. 
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(Doc. No. CIA-5.) The project thereafter became subproject 
54 of the MKULTRA project and there is no indication of fu~thel 
involvement by the Navy. 

(4} Administration o'f LSD to· human: subjects 

This project began in 1952 and was apparently completed 
by 1956. It was performed by a researcher located in New York. 
Navy is listed as a sponsor ~n only one CIA document prepared 
at a later date, and not otherwise corroborated. If Navy was 
involved, it was solely as a conduit for funds between the 
Central Intelligence Agency and the researcher. This· project 
has been identified as subprojects 7, 27 and 40 of the · 
MKULTRA project. 

( 5) · Deve'l'o·pme·nt· :a·nd ·adndnis:tr·a·tion· ·of· ·sp·e·ech
i 'nduc ing 'd'r'ugs 

This project apparently began in 1947 and ended in 1953. 
It was performed primarily by a contractor located in New· 
York and, in one aspect, by the Navy at a location in Europe. 
The involvement of the Central Intelligence Agency was appar
ently only as an interested observer. The project was fund·ed 
by the Navy through the Naval Medical Research Institute. 
The Central Intelligence Agency records of this proj~ct are 
apparently in the BLUEBIRD . and ARTICHOKE project files. 

The Navy arranged. in 1950 to obtain marijuana and· heroin 
from the FBI for use in experiments and entered a contract · 
with a researcher in New York to develop drugs and instrumen
tation for use in interrogation of prisoners of war, defectors 
and similar persons. The security cover for the project was_ 
a study of motion sickness. The study began with six of the 
researcher's staff as knowing volunteers. The project was 
expanded to cover barbituates . and ben2edrine. Other sub
stances were evaluated. 

In August, 1952 the Office of Naval . Intelligence informed 
the Central Intelligence Agency t~at it had developed drugs 
that might have the desired characteristics and was about to 
test them on human subjects who would be unaware of ~e test~ 
The drugs were administered to about eight subjects~ each of 
whom was a Soviet defector, and each test was done in Europe 
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in September, 1952. The tests were apparently not satisfac~ 
tory because the drugs used had such a bitter taste that it was 
not possible to keep t,he· human subjects from knowing about 
the test. 

By September, 19~2 it was apparent that this project was 
not producing useful results and the Navy began to consider 
ending it. By 1953 most work had apparently been phased out. 

c. no·cwrtents released 

The Navy has identif~ed 42 documents which are related 
to the programs described in section B. A list.identifying 
those documents is set out in Appendix B. 

IV. Air Force· Programs 

. It appears from the available documents that the Air 
Force was not involved in any aspect of the Central Intelli-

.gence Agency projects designated MKSEARCH, MKOFTEN and 
MKCHICKWIT. It also appears that the Air Force was not 
involveq in any program in which there ~as Cent~al Intelligence· 
Agency sponsorship or participation and which included the 
administration of drugs to human subjects for mind-control 
or behavior-modification purposes. 

A. Reco't'ds' s·earched 

The search was conducted by the· Office of the Assistant 
Secretary of the Air ForGe for Research, Development and . 
Logistics.. The Air Staff offices in which records were 
searched are: The Surgeon General, the Deputy Chief of Staff 
for Research and Development, the Air Force Office of Special 
Investigations, and the Air Force Intelligence Service. 

B. Progr·ams ·ide·ntifi'ed 

Ther·e were no reGards or information found relating to 
projects designated 1-iKSEARCH, MKOFTEN or.· MKCHICKWIT or . 
corresponding to the description of the subject matter of 
those projects available through Central Intelligence Agency 
files. 
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There were no documents or information found indicating 
any CIA involvement in any e~perimentat:ion program conducted 
by the Air Force that included administration of drugs to 
human subjects. 

c. Document-s ·r·eleased 

None. 

VI. Cu·rrent Programs 

T.here are no programs currently ·maintained by any. 
Department of Defense component or contractor involving 
drug testing on human subjects in which the Central Intelli

. gence Agency is in any way involved. 

All current Department of Defense programs· involving the 
use of investigational drugs on humans, including its contrac
tor programs, have been .approved by the Food and Drug Admi-nis
tration. 

~ .... . 
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Appendix. A 

Army Documents 

1. Annual Report in conjunction \vith Army contract, D A-18-
035-ANC-126-(A) to Hedical Research Laboratory, Edgewood Arsenal 
Maryland, 21010 from Duhring Laboratories, University of Pennsyl-
vania, dated _March 31, 1966. · 

2. Letter, Subject: Proposed R&D Study by Edgewood Arsenal 
(RD 71-535) to Commanding General, U.S. Army I>!ateriel Cc:r-~r::~.anC. 
from Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics, Department of the 

. Army, dated 19 March 1971. · 

3. Distribution Program/Funding Fiscal Year 1971: Ed9ewood 
Arsenal, Maryland 21010, dated 1 Oct9ber 1971. 

4. Procurement Work Directive to Commandi~g Officer, £dgewood 
Arsenal, Maryland, 21010, from Commanding General, u.s. Army 
Hu!!itions Command, Dover, _New Jersey, 07801, dated 8 October 1971 

5. First Quarter, · t,Y 72, Activity 11anagement R2port to .Deputy 
Chief of Staff for Logistics, Department of the· Army, fro~ 
Headquarters, Edgewood Arsenal, Maryland, 21010, dated 

·· 17 December 1971. · 

6. 1•lemorandum ·to D 
men·t of the Army, from 
da~ed 21 June 1972, Sub 

Chief of staff for Logistics~ Depart
Chief. Supply Divisio::1, CIA; 

E)Ctensfpn of Contract date. 

7. Nemorandurn to Dep~Staff for Logistics, Depa.rt
l'\\ent of the Army from ._......Chief of Supply Division, CIA; 
dated 10 Nove:rr.ber 1972, Subject: Extension of con·tract date. 

8 . . Niscellaneous docu.onents·, dated f.rom 1974 through 1975 per
taining to the funding and t~sting of a radio active· glycolate 
in anL'llals. 

9. Note ·from Colonel McClure, Director of Biomedical, Edge~ood 
. F.rsenal r-1aryland to ~Ir. Ed Owens, Biomedical Laboratory I Edge\oiOOd 
Arsenal,. Maryland dated August 1975, Subject: Agent 3167. 



Navy Documents 

l. June 16, 197Z, letter fro~ Sheehan Institute for Research, · 
In-c. to ONR. 

2. June 15, 1972, letter to ONR. 

3. February 17, 1972, ONR Procurement Request and Approval. 

4. February 17, 1972, ONR DD Form 1498. 

5. March 16, 1972 ONR Requisition and Invoice/Shippi~g Docu
ment. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9 .• 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

lS. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

l-1arch 10, 1972, letter from Sheehan· Institute to ONR. 

!-!arch 12, 1971 f ONR Procurement RE:!quest and Approval. 

r-tarch 12, 1971, ONR DD Form 1498. 

March 12, 1971, ONR Ni1itary Relevance Statement. 

Harch 1, 1971, ONR Request and Invoi.ce/Shipping Docu..'nent. 

Undated CIA mcmorand~u to ONR. 

July 19, 1961 CIA memorand~~ to ONR. 

.Nov.e!':'J:ler 7, 19 6 0 CIA memorandum to ONR. 

October 4, 1960 CIA memorandum to ONR. 

September ~5, 1959 CIA memoranda~ to ONR. 

July 18, 1958 CIA memorandum to ONR. 

Auaust 16, 1957 CIA memorandu.rn to ONR. 
~ . 

Und?ted CIA memorandum to ONR. 

May 15, 1957, Gross Research Laboratories, Inc., Report 
N2-Rl 1 On the Impact Threshol~s of Brain Concussion. 

Novembe~ 2, 1954, CIA memorandum to ONR. 

October 25, 19 54, ONR Procurement ·. Justification. 



2 2. Un::a ted and unsignGd m-emorandum for ·t!!; ;:;~~cr2tary of 
Deft::nse on Project CHATTER. 

23. F'eb·r\!ary 91 1951, National Naval r-tedical Center rec2~.pt. 
for8. 

24. Fe::n.·uary 9, 1951, National Naval Nedical Center receipt 
.ro~n. 

25. February 9, 1951, Naval Nedical Center receipt. 

26. February 9, 1951, Naval Medical Research Institute 
me~orandum on Procurement of Certain Drugs. 

27. February 15, 1951, Receipt signed by the Director of 
Naval Intelligence. 

28. February 15, 1951, Receipt signed by the Director of 
Naval Intelligence. 

29. Eav 10, 1951, University of Rochester Studies on t-lotion 
Sickness, Vest~bular Function and Effects of Drugs. 

30. July 24, 1951, Bureau of Narcotics receipt .. 

31. July 26 I 1951, Bureau of Narcotics r.eceipt. 

32. Se?tem.ber 26, 1951, Bureau of Narcotics receipt. 

33. Octobar 2, 1951, Bureau of Narcotics r~ceipt. 

34. Undated m~morandum from ONI to CIA. 
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35. October 27, 1951, University of Rochester Interim Report. 

36. February 4, 1952, Bureau of Narcotics receipt. 

37. May 1, 1952, Report of Special Project relating_to the 
University of Rochester studies, unsigne~. 

33. September 30 6 195~, Navy memorandum for file on Rochester 
contract. 

39. October 28, 1952, Naval Medical Research · rnstitute 
nemo:r-andum. 

?0. Februery 26, 1953, Naval Medical Resear~h.Institute 
ne~orand~~ re RDB Scientific Report. 



41. 1-lay 16, 1951, Bureau .of Narcotics rec·eip.t. 

~2. Undated ONR rnemorundum. 
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Appen.dix c 

CIA Documents 

1. August 31', 1972, memorandum for Deputy · Director o{ 
Science and Tec~ology. 

2. December 29, 1970, .CIA Card File on Organic .Naterial 
Synthesis. 

3. March B, 1972, memorandum to the Director of Research 
and Development. 

4. December 16, 1955, ~equest for support of research. 

s. January 10, 1956, memorandum for the record, subject, 
Conversion of Projectlllllllllfrom ONR cover to 
MI<ULTRA. 




